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Drums have played a big part in the music of people all over the world, but
in many parts of Africa drums have had an even more important job. For many
years parts of Africa had few good roads. There were few telephones and not many
people had televisions. People could not count on the mail service. How did people
send messages to each other? How did they get their news? They did it with
drums! These drums are called talking drums. That is what they do - talk. They
are well known among the people of Ghana. They are also used by the Yoruba
people of Nigeria.

The drums are unable to talk in English, but they can talk in Yoruba and
other languages. That is because of the way languages are spoken. In English,
you say, “Hello.” Or you say, “How are you?” You just say the words any way you
like, but you can’t do that in Yoruba. You must be careful how you say each word.
This is because the same word may have two or more meanings. The meaning
depends on how low or how high your voice is as you say the word.

In Yoruba, each word has its proper note. For example, the word “Ilu”
means “drums,” but only if you say “I lu” on two low notes. What if you said
“I” ( high note ) “lu” ( low note )? That means “town.” Suppose you said “I” (high
note) “lu” (middle note). That would mean “tool.” When people speak Yoruba, their
voices go up and down. They sound a bit as if they are singing, but of course they
don’t really sing. They are talking. After years of practice, a drummer can “talk”
on a drum. He can match the notes and rhythm of human speech. He does this in
two ways. He hits the drum in different beats, and he makes the drum skin
tighter or looser to make high or low notes. The drum then matches the sounds of
the language. That is why the Yoruba can understand every word that the drum
“speaks.”

How are the drums made? North of the city of Accra in Nigeria are great
forests of huge cedar trees. The trunks are used to make big drums. The part of
the drum that one hits is called the head. The drumheads are made of leather.
This comes from the ear of an elephant. In Africa’s cities today there are
telephones, but in the country, ways change more slowly. In the country, drums
are still one of the main ways to pass the news on.

Every village and town has a drummer. When the sound of drums floats
across the great forests and plains, the drummers listen. They hear the news.
Then they drum it along to the next drummer. In this way news can travel across
the land. It travels just as it has for hundreds of years.
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